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The farrowing system  
that works!

Pro Step

Perfect climate: cool for the sow, 

warm for the piglets

Easy to clean

Good grip for both the sow and  

the piglets

Great value for money with  

a proven “track record”
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Pro Step
The farrowing system that works!

Pro Step
A robust and durable farrowing system that provides all the basics to 
rear healthy and vital piglets:

Three types of crates
American model with adjustable 

lower tube

Vereijken Hooijer (VH) model with 

fixed lower tube

Standard model with finger bars  

Trough and tube above the trough in 

stainless steel

Plastic slats

Tri-bar 

Cast iron 

Easy Climate piglet nest

• Optimal grip for the piglets, which  

 prevents slipping when they are suckling or playing. 

• Droplet-shaped holes make the slat very easy to clean

• Also available in fire classification Bfl-S1

• Extra hygiene; manure disappears into the pit more  

 easily and it is easy to clean

• Available with various options

• Solid and cool surface for the sow

• High-low profile for extra grip and comfortable lying

• Available in various sizes, open and (semi) closed

• Piglet nest with “waterbed” creates the  

 perfect, uniform warm surface for the piglets 

• Studded profile for extra grip

• Available in various sizes
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Vari Plus

Easy conversion

Micro climate

Sow cooling

This movable farrowing floor is the solution against 

crushed piglets. With over 15 years of experience, 

Vereijken can guarantee a durable and working system.  

As soon as the sow stands up, the segment the sow 

stands on moves up. This way, the piglets cannot  

walk underneath the sow. When the sow lies down,  

the floor segment slowly moves down again.  

The sow automatically operates this system.  

Visit www.vereijkenhooijer.nl for a illustrative video. 

Flexibility in the farrowing room is important in the future. 

All of the Pro Step flooring elements are modular and 

are easily rearranged. You can also add the Pro Grip slat 

in your farrowing floor. Converting your conventional 

pens, to larger pens or pens ready for loose sow housing.  

Ask for the possibilities!

When the piglets are born, the first thing they need is 

colostrum and warmth. Vereijken provides a perfectly 

heated nest for your piglets with our “waterbed” nests.  

We also provide the distribution sets and advice on  

how to install and control these nests. This way we 

can guarantee a maximum difference of 3 °C between 

all the nests, and make sure the piglets always have a 

comfortably warm nest. The Easy Climate covers keep  

the warm air above the heated plate and eliminate 

draughts beneath it. The covers can be controlled 

individually or centrally. 

A cool farrowing room is crucial for the sow and its 

condition. It needs to eat well in order to recover from 

the birth and to provide qualitative milk for the piglets. 

However, the farrowing room is often nice and warm for 

the newborn piglets, increasing the risk of weight loss 

for the sow*. To cool the sow, you can add a cooling 

element in the cast iron. This works with cold water 

flowing through the system, which can easily be cooled 

by a heat pump. Vereijken can supply the entire system.

*When the sow loses more than 10% of its body weight,  

it farrows one piglet less in her next litter (WUR research)

How the Pro Step farrowing system will increase 
your litter performance.



For more information, please feel free to contact us.

info@vereijkenhooijer.nl ∞ +31 (0)492 45 07 33
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Would you like to know more, please contact us – we are happy to  
answer any questions!

A basic farrowing system that is easily extended with 

several options, such as the Vari Plus floor, a movable 

floor which prevents crushed piglets, a cooling element 

for the sow to improve its condition and a perfect  

micro climate for the piglets to prevent them from 

getting hypothermia.

A robust and durable farrowing system that provides all the basics 
to rear healthy and vital piglets.

Pro Step

With modular farrowing systems you can re-use many 

elements of the floor, in case you have to expand  

the surface of your pens, or want to transfer to loose 

sow housing. 

Litter performance 

How many live born piglets are rewarded with a premium price when 

they are 25 kg? Make the calculation and you will see that there is much 

potential to improve this number. Healthy and vital piglets have a  

better life and will give you a better yield. Vereijken continuously works 

on new solutions to improve your litter performance. Do you have any 

ideas? Please let us know!


